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THE SELBERG TRACE FORMULA.
V: QUESTIONS OF TRACE CLASS

BY

M. SCOTT OSBORNE AND GARTH WARNER1

ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to develop criteria which will ensure

that the K-finite elements of C^°(G) are represented on L¿ia(G/T) by trace

class operators.

1. Introduction. This is the fifth in a projected series of papers in which we

plan to come to grips with the Selberg trace formula, the ultimate objective being

a reasonably explicit expression. Let G, therefore, be a reductive Lie group and T

a lattice in G, both subject to the usual conditions. Consider, for the moment, the

special case when rank(r) = 1. Given a If-type 6, suppose that the poles of the

c-functions c¿,o in the interval [—|p|,0[ are bounded uniformly away from 0 in the

orbit types 0. Then

Vq £C?(G) st x„*a = a,

the operator Lça,r(a) is trace class. In the present paper, this assertion will be

established. Actually, its proof turns out to be quite easy, so our primary goal

will be to formulate and prove the requisite generalization for T of any rank, a

task offering additional difficulties. During our consideration of this problem, we

discovered a weaker condition, sufficient, nevertheless, to allow one to draw the

same conclusion, the point being that the poles in the rank-one case, say, can be

allowed to approach the origin provided they do so in a "tempered" way.

The issue of trace class on the full discrete spectrum is a vexing question of

longtime standing. In this connection, recall that

L2dia(G/T) = L2ua(G/T)®L2ea(G/r).

Now, on the cuspidal spectrum, the relevant operators are, as is well known, trace

class. Consequently, it is the residual spectrum where all the problems lie. The

conditions behind our hypotheses serve to guarantee trace class, but, of course,

their validity has yet to be shown (except in familiar, elementary situations).

Various preliminaries of a general nature are dealt with in §2, while §3 is de-

voted to a compilation of certain facts about the eigenfunctions in L2es(G/T). The

residue hypothesis (and its generalization) is formulated in §4, where there is also

to be found an ad-hoc discussion when rank(r) = 1. The proofs that the hypothe-

ses lead to trace class are given in §7 and §8, the demonstrations depending on an

important uniformity possessed by the degrees of the constant term polynomials

(obtained in §5), in conjunction with the Laplace transform theory of §6. Certain
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simple consequences are noted in §9. We terminate in §10 with a series of miscel-

laneous remarks; although they have been placed at the end, one may view them

as providing additional orientation.

As a general reference and suggested overall introduction to the subject, we shall

use our monograph The theory of Eisenstein systems, Academic Press, New York,

1981. Throughout the sequel, the title of this work has been abbreviated to TES.

Finally, we would like to thank the referee for several suggestions which have

helped to clarify the presentation of the material,

2. Preliminaries. The purpose of this section is to establish a criterion of a

general character, the thrust of which is to ensure that certain operators are of the

trace class. This desideratum will then be applied to the analysis of the discrete

spectrum in L2(G/T).

Initially, let us agree to place ourselves in the setting of the Appendix to Chapter

8 in TES. So let G be a Lie group and K a compact subgroup of G. Given a finite

subset F of K, assign to \f and Xf their usual meanings (especially when F = {¿},

say).

Generically, U will stand for a unitary representation of G on a Hubert space

Hu.

LEMMA 2.1.   FixFcK.  Then the following are equivalent:

(1) VaeGc°°(G) st

Xp- * ot = a    and    a * Xf = a,

U(a) is Hilbert-Schmidt.

(2) VaeCc°°(G) st

Xf*<*

U(a) is Hilbert-Schmidt.
(3) 3p > 0 st Va £ CP(G) st

XF*a

U(a) is Hilbert-Schmidt.

(4) 3p > 0 st Va e CP(G) st

XF * a = a    or    ot*x.F = a'

XF * a = a    and    a * Xf = Q>

Xf * a = a   w    a * Xf — Q>

(7(a) is trace class.

(7) 3p > 0 st Va £ CP(G) st

Xf * a — a    and    ot * Xf = Q>

/7(a) is trace class.

= a    or    a * Xf = Qi

= a    and   a * Xf = Q>

U(a) is Hilbert-Schmidt.

(5) Va £ C?(G) st

(7(a) is trace class.

(6) Va € C?°(G) st
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(8) 3p > 0 st Va £ CP(G) st

XF *a = a    or    a*xF = a,

(7(a) is trace class.

(The proof may be found in TES, pp. 375-376.)
Let 0 be the universal enveloping algebra of the complexification of the Lie

algebra g of G. Fix a positive semidefinite, elliptic element A in <S which is, in

addition, Hermitian and /f-central. Then, by a well-known theorem of Nelson and

Stinespring,

r/ooil + A")       (neN)

is essentially selfadjoint.   Moreover, the corresponding closure is injective on its

domain, admitting an everywhere defined, bounded inverse.

(Note. Here, of course, iTx, is the canonical representation of 0 on the space of

differentiable vectors in Hrj-)

THEOREM 2.2. Let T: Hr; —► Hrj be a bounded linear transformation. Then,

in order that there exist a p > 0 with the property that

Va £ CP(G) sta*xF = a,

U(a)T is Hilbert-Schmidt, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist an N > 0

with the property that

I/ooil + A") ~1U(xf)T

is Hilbert-Schmidt.

PROOF. Sufficiency. We have

U(a)T = U(a)U(xF)T

= l/(a)i/oo(l + A") • £/oo(l + &N)-lU(xF)T

= U(a * (1 + A")) • «700(1 + á»)-lU(xF)T,

if a € CP(G), where p > ord(A) • N.

Necessity. On the basis of the theory of the parametrix (see, e.g., [16]), given

p > 0, there is an N > 0 and p £ CP(G), v £ C^°(G) such that

AN * n = 6 + v       (6 — Dirac measure at 1q)

in the sense of the theory of distributions on G.   That being, by differentiable

approximation and closedness,

Ran(i/(p)) c Dom(£/oo(l + A")).

Write now U(p) + U(u) as

Uoo(l + A") • [U(ß) - t7oo(l + A") -1].

Since trivially U(p) + U(v) is also equal to

CU1 + A") • [IW1 + AN) -lU(n + i/)],

bearing in mind that (7oo(l -I- AN) is one-to-one, we can therefore say that

U(p) - LU1 + A")"1 = £7oo(l + A^)-1(7(p + t/).

But then

i/oo(l + AN) _1C/(xF)T = (7(p * xF)T - I/oo(l + A") -1 • (7((p + u) * Xf)^-

Hence the theorem.    D
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COROLLARY 2.3. Í7(a) is trace class for every K-finite a £ C^°(G) iff ̂ 6 £ K,
3Ns > 0 such that

is Hilbert-Schmidt.

(In the preceding theorem, take for T the identity map on H\j and then quote

Lemma 2.1.)

The above considerations may be applied to a reductive G satisfying the usual

conditions of Harish-Chandra, K then being a maximal compact subgroup. As

is customary in this situation, we shall specialize A to the positive semidefinite,

elliptic element in <S canonically constructed from the Casimir u: A = uk - w,

uk 2 times the Casimir operator on K. Naturally, A is Hermitian and Jf-central.

Let T be a lattice in G, ordinarily nonuniform, for which the basic assumption

from TES is in force. Introduce the truncation operators £?H(H € a). Referring to

[10] for the particulars, let us recall only that VH £ ûq,

QHoQH = QH,    (QHY=QH    and   QH(SrX5(G/r)) c R(G/r),

R(G/T) the space of rapidly decreasing functions on G/T.

PROPOSITION 2.4.   Let H € aQ. Then V<5 £ K, 3N6 > 0 such that

QH°(¿G/r)oc(l + A^)-1¿c/r(x„)

is Hilbert-Schmidt.

(One need only combine the criterion established in Theorem 2.2 with the proof

of Proposition 4.5 of [9], the passage to arbitrary rank being evidently legitimate.)

3. Exponents of the eigenfunctions. The purpose of this section is to set

the stage for the formulation of the residue hypothesis and its generalization (§4)

via a series of remarks on the eigenfunctions in the discrete spectrum of L2(G/T)

and their exponents. Of course, the central focus will be on the residual spectrum,

the issue of trace class on the cuspidal spectrum having been settled long ago by

Gelfand and Pyatetskii-Shapiro.

The analysis of the spectral decomposition of L2(G/T) is the subject of Chapter

7 in TES, the notation of which we shall feel free to use without further comment.

Thus, as there, we can write L¿is(G/r) in terms of an orthogonal direct sum over

the association classes Co, the K-types 6, and the orbit types Oo of spaces

L2Co(G/T-6,Oo'AG}).

Our objective is to prove that L^Jr(a) is trace class for every if-finite a £ C£°(G).

Because the sum over Co is finite, Co can be fixed, as can 6, since Corollary 2.3

allows us to respond positively provided it can be shown that the restriction of

(LG/r)oo(l + A".) -lLG/r(xs)

to

£®L2Co(G/r;c5,Oo;{G})
Oo

is Hilbert-Schmidt (N6 » 0).
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To ensure placement in L2e8(G/r), we can and will suppose that Co # {G}.

Accordingly, given Co, consider

^o(G/r;¿,00;{G}),

i.e. (cf. TES, p. 339), consider

E0LCo(G/r;^o;{G};<E),
e

the summation Y2e being taken over the equivalence classes £ in 3E(Co)- The dis-

cussion on p. 304 of TES implies, in turn, that for each <£, L2o(G/r;<§, Oo; {G}; £)

admits an orthonormal basis comprised of certain linear combinations

f=^2Cx-E(X: G|{1}: Pl0|Alo:Tt0: X(Pl0,Al0): ?).

In this connection, we explicitly observe that

E(X: G|{l}:PIO|Ato: Tl0. X(PlQ,Al0): ?)

is an Eisenstein system function of a particular type.

Let uq be the Casimir operator per Co- Then on

L2Co(G/r;6,Oo;{G})

we have G = u — c(u), where, in fact,

c(u) = x(wo) + co        (x G Oo),

Co being a scalar independent of Oo (cf. TES, p. 346). Taking into account that

all the normal translations X(Pí0,Aí0) (X £ <£) have the same length,

D/=||X(Pt0,At0)||2-/.

Consequently,

uf = (a + c(u))f - (x(u,o) + co + ||A-(Pi0, Al0)||2) • /

or still

A/ = (uK - u)f = (6(uK) - xM - co - ||X(Pl0, Al0)||2) • /.

Therefore / is an eigenfunction for A. Furthermore, there is present a certain

uniformity. Indeed, neither Co nor 6(uk) depend on Oo, while the lengths of the

normal translations are bounded above by ||pi0||. So

LEMMA 3.1. There exists a constant Ca > 0, independent of Oo, with the

following property. If X is any eigenvalue of A in L2Co(G/T;8,Oq;{G}), then

|A + xMI<GA        (xGOo).

To make further progress, it will be necessary to assume that the reader is famil-

iar with the theory of exponents, as spelled out in §6 of [12]. This said, maintaining

the above supposition on /, we shall now find an estimate for #(E(/,/)). Fortu-

nately, no real difficulty is present. Thus fix a Po £ Co- Then it is obvious that

#(£p„(/)) < #(W(A0)).
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Let

{P¿o/ío: 1 < ¿o < r0, 1 < po < rl0}

be a set of representatives for T\Co- Take a A 6 E(/, /). Then A is P-pure for some

P lying above some PtoUo, say A = A'P + A'/., where A' £ Ep(f) and A" £ Ep(f).

Observe that here both A' and A" are real. Because P-purity is a function of the

T-conjugacy class of P, on the basis of the Scholium to be found in the reference

supra,

#(Ep(f)) < #(W(A0)) ■ ¿ ri0.
to = l

Denoting by iV(Co) the number of T-conjugacy classes of T-cuspidals dominating

Co, we have therefore proved

LEMMA 3.2.   Suppose that

f=^2CxE(X: G|{1}: Pl0|A,0: Tio: X(Pio,Aio): ?).

Then

#(E(/,/)) < JV(Co) • U(W(Ao)) ■ ¿ rl0 J   .

(Note. This estimate does not involve Oo (nor, for that matter, 6).)

4. Formulation of the RH and the GRH. The purpose of this section is

to formulate the residue hypothesis (RH) and the generalized residue hypothesis

(GRH), the concomitant Main Conjecture (MC) being dealt with in §§7 and 8,

respectively. We shall, however, for heuristic and historical reasons, consider the

T-rank-one case here.

The truth, in general, of the following statement is not known at the time of this

writing.

MAIN CONJECTURE. The operator LGis,r(a) is trace class for every K-finite a

mC?°(G).

To establish the validity of the MC, it suffices, as we know (cf. §3), to fix 6 and

then produce an 7V¿ > 0 with the property that the restriction of

(LG/r)oo(l + A»<) -lLG/r(xs)

to

£©¿c„(G/r;6,Oo;{G})
Oo

is Hilbert-Schmidt.

Again, as in §3, let

f=J2CxE(X: G|{1}: Pt0|A,0: Tl0: X(Pt0,Al0): ?)
X€<S

be a typical eigenfunction for A in L2o(G/T;6, Oo', {G}).
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RESIDUE HYPOTHESIS. Suppose that there exists a constant Cg > 0, indepen-

dent of Oo, such that V<£, VX £ <£, VA¿0 € £p,0 (g, aio),

-(X(Pl0,Al0),A«°)>G¿.

Generalized Residue Hypothesis. Suppose that there exist constants

Cs > 0, L6 > 0, independent of Oo, such that V<£, V£ £ <£, VAt0 £ Y°p, (ö, »io).

~(x(pl0, a10),y°) >cs-(i + lxMirLi     (x g Oo).

(Note. As usual, A*0 is the root dual to Ai0. To avoid any confusion, recall that

Geom: III in TES implies that (X(Pl0, A¿0), A'0) is necessarily (strictly) negative.)

Because Lf, = 0 is admissible, obviously RH=>GRH.
Henceforth, we shall assume the conditions of these hypotheses, our problem

being, therefore, to see how they imply the MC.

Fix an orthonormal basis {/„} for

£©L2Co(G/r;¿,Oo;{G})
Oo

made up of A-eigenfunctions, say A/n = An ■ /„. Then

(a) An>0;

(b) An<An+i;

(c) An Î +00.

(Note. The last condition requires comment. It can happen that there are only

finitely many An (e.g., if rank(G/K) = 1). Since what we want in this case is clear,

we suppose, accordingly, that the number of An is infinite. But then, on the basis

of a theorem of Borel and Garland (see TES, pp. 345-347), the A„ have no finite

point of accumulation.)

Pick an element Heaç and put

Qt _ QH-tH, (f > Q)

In terms of i, Vn

No

(Q'fn, /„) - 1 - Y, PnAfy-*""* (Pn,u £ R[t]),

where 1 = (/„, /„). Furthermore, the sn,„ are real, being certain "sums" of pairs of

constant term exponents of /n, thus are bounded above by 2||pl01|2 and are bounded

below by

C?-(1 + An)-L'        (C?>0),

as follows from Lemma 3.1, while /Vo is a certain absolute positive integer (cf.

Lemma 3.2).

Owing to Proposition 2.4, Vto > 0, 3iV(to) > 0 (depending on 6) such that

Q<° o (LG/r)oo(l + A"<«o)) -1LG/r fa )

is Hilbert-Schmidt. The relation

Qt = Qto Q'o        (0 < í < t0)
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then implies that

Ql o(LG/r)oo(l + A^^-'Lg/Hxs)

is likewise Hilbert-Schmidt. Since the inner product of

Ql o (LG/r)oo(l + A"«»)) -lLG/r(xs)fn

with itself is equal to

(i + X^r2-(l-YPnAt)e-^A,

we have, accordingly, that

+00 > £(1 + A?(to))-2 • ( 1 - Y PnAt)e-a"A ,
n \ t/=l /

for all t £ [0, to}- In addition, it is clear that

No

£pn,I/(f)e-s»"te[0)ll-

Finally,
N0 N0

0 < t' < t" => £ ?„,„(*>-"•"<' > YPnAne-3"^"-
U=\ 1/=1

What must be done is to utilize this information to force

Objective. 3N¿ > 0 st

£(l + A^)-2<+oo.

n

Consequence. MC.

To illustrate, consider the simplest case of all, viz. when rank(r) = 1.

PROOF THAT RH=>MC (rank(r) = 1). In this situation,

L6 = 0,        W0 = 1, deg(Pn^) = 0.

Take to = 1- Then

+00 > J^(l + A^1')"2 • (1 - c„e—•").

Because de"3""' G [0,1], Vt > 0,

Í = 0 => 0 < cn < 1.

Thus
1 - cne-s"" > 1 - e'c°

and so

+oo>(l-e-^0)-2(l + ^))-2.
n

Our objective is therefore realized with the choice N¿ — N(l).

PROOF THAT GRH=>MC (rank(r) = 1). In this situation,

L& > 0,        No = 1, deg(pn^) = 0,
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there being no loss of generality in assuming that actually L¿ > 0.  Take to = 1.

Then

+00 > £(1 + An (1)r2 • (1 - c„e-s-")

n

n

>53(l + Ajr<|))-».(l-e-cî-tI+*->"*').

Noting that

we have

(1 + AW)"   _

(l + A^r'-U-e-^1^-)-1")

»^ (1 + A?(1)+L</2)-2

,.     (l + AB)-aw(1,-(l-e-cí-<1+A-)'fc')
= hm -

n—>oo (1 + AnJ-WU)-*!

?-(»+A„)-1«)

= lim ^^-^^-i = C°.
n

So, by limit comparison,

+ 0O>2(l + *n(1) + Lí/2)

«^ (1 + An)-^ ^

\-2

Our objective is therefore realized with the choice N¿ — N(l) + [Li/2] + 1.

5. Constant term polynomials. The purpose of this section is to prove that

the degrees of the pn,„ figuring in the expansion

No

(Qtfn,fn) = l-J£2P"At)e-s""t

can be bounded uniformly in n and v.

Let /, g £ 2l(G/r). Then, per a T-cuspidal P (= M ■ A- TV), we can write

/ fp(lma) = £taA- (YlkP^(H)^k(lm)) _
\ gpVma) = E¿oAi (£,Mtf)<M?m)) ^ ~ l0g°J'

these decompositions being the customary "normal" forms of fp, gp (see [12]). By

definition, the pik and pji are the constant term polynomials of /, g (with respect

to P). This said, recall now that

(QHf,9)=     E    PA(H)-e<».A>
A€E(/,9)

qua an exponential polynomial on üq.
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LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that the degrees of the constant term polynomials of f, g

are bounded by df,dg, respectively. Then, VA £ E(f,g),

deg(pA) < df + dg + rank(r).

PROOF. Assuming, as we may, that the degree of p\ is positive, select a "di-

rection" P — P™ax along which the degree of the corresponding derivative of p\ is

deg(pA) - 1. By hypothesis,

deg(plfe) < df    and    deg(pJ¡) < dg,

thus, thanks to the transitivity of the constant term, the degrees of the constant

term polynomials of $¿£,$,7 are bounded by

df - deg(plfc)    and    dg - deg(p¿¡),

respectively. Taking into account the differentiation principles to be found in §5 of

[12], it follows by induction that

deg(p\) - 1 < max{deg(ptfc) +deg(pj¡)

+ [{df - deg(pifc)) + (dg - deg(P]l)) + rank(r) - 1]} ,

i.e.,

deg(pA) - 1 < df + dg + rank(r) - 1

or still

deg(pA) < df + dg + rank(r),

as desired.    □

Because the pn_„ are truncation polynomials, to bound their degrees uniformly,

it suffices, therefore, to treat instead the constant term polynomials of the /„ which,

of course, are somewhat easier to handle.

Remarkably, it turns out that we can proceed in abstracto. Consider an irre-

ducible unitary representation U of G occurring in L2e8(G/r), so

Hu - L2es(G/r).

Denote by Hu(K) the space of Ä"-finite vectors in H(j. Then Hu(K) is the algebraic

direct sum over 6 £ K of the isotypic components Hrj(6). Let / be an eigenvector

for 3 (=center of 6) in Hv(6). Then / £ 9l(G/r). Fix a T-cuspidal P. With

L — M ■ A, 3l = 3m®3a (cf. TES, p. 80). That being, call pF the canonical

morphism 3 —y 3¿- Then 3l is a free 3-module of finite rank rt,, say. It is well

known that

(Zf)p = pp(Z)fP        (Z€3)

on L. On the other hand, 3/ = C/, and hence pp(3) fp = C/p. Consequently,

dim(3¿ • fp) < r¿. Thanks to an observation of Wallach [15], 3l ■ fp is contained

in the Jacquet module Hij(K)/nHrj(K). Now the latter can be expressed as a sum

of generalized a-eigenspaces

[Hu(K)/nHu(K)U        (A: a - C),

where, by definition,

[■ • ]a = {a 6 Hu(K): (k(H) + H)d*a = 0 (H £ a)}.
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Moreover, in view of the above remarks, it is clear that d\ < r¿. Finally, take a

function <p £ (3l ■ fp) H [• ■ -}\. Let {p,} be a basis for the polynomials on o of degree

< dA - 1(< rL). Then (cf. Langlands [7, p. 70])

fama) = aA í Cpi(H)*i(m) J {H = logo).

Here, needless to say, the $, e 2l(M/rAi).  Since deg(p¿) < r¿ Vi, from the fact

that fp £ 3l • fp, we see at last that the polynomials per fp all have degree < r¿.

In particular,

PROPOSITION 5.2. The degrees of the pn,„ are bounded uniformly in n and v

by Nr =maxr\crri,.

(Note. Cr is the set of T-cuspidal split parabolic subgroups of G.)

6. Laplace transformation of the differential equation. The purpose of

this section is to assemble the data, the upshot being a reinterpretation of our

problem as a question in analysis.

Suppose given positive integers no and No, as well as:

(1) A sequence of real numbers {An} such that

(i) An > 0;

(ii) A„ < An+i;

(iii) A„ Î +00.
(2) A set of real numbers {s„:l/: 1 < u < iV0}, positive constants A and B and

L > 0 such that Vn, Vi/, A/(l + \n)L < an,„ < B.

(3) A set of polynomials {pny- 1 < ^ < AT0} in R[t] such that Vn, Vi/,

(i) deg(pni„) < n0;

(ii) Vt > 0,

No

£>»,*(<)e~4n''t€[0,l];

(iii) Vt" > t' > 0,

No No

ÊprUiV8"^' > ÊPn,.(i")e—••-*".
I/=l l/=l

Let (1), (2), (3) be tied together by

(*) Vt0 > 0, 3N(t0) > 0 st Vt £ [0,t0],

+00 > E(l + An ( t0))-2 • (l - EvW«--') .

(Note. The residue hypotheses provide, of course, data of the above type.)

The claim then is 3N > 0 st £n(l + A^)"2 < +oo.

The proof of the claim is best divided into two cases: L = 0 (§7), L > 0 (§8).

Let us consider here the features common to both.
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'NoLEMMA 6.1.   The number of real zeros ofY,u=i P^(0e  *"' îS bounded by

-1.
No

£(l + deg(Pl/))

PROOF. We shall proceed by induction on

N0

£(l + deg(p„)) -1.

The initial step, namely when JVo = 1, deg(po) = 0, is clear. Turning to the

induction step, multiply the function through by eaNol and differentiate. Then, for

the derivative, the value of

-1

< -1-1

No

X> + deg(p„))

is reduced by one. Owing to Rolle's lemma, the number of zeros of the derivative is

> the number of zeros of the original —1. On the other hand, the number of zeros

of the derivative is
N0

£(l+deg(p„))
.i/=i

by induction. Hence the lemma.    O

In passing, observe that

"No

^(l + deg(pnil/))

The exponential polynomial

No

J2PnAt)e~a'

is a solution to the linear differential equation

No

- 1 < n0No - 1.

i/=i
a: nu+s-

Put
N0

<Mt) = 5>n,,(í)c-S',"'t,
!V=1

and, to be specific,
no-l

PnAt) =   J2  aAn^)tl-
i=0

Then the Laplace transform L(<j>n) of 4>n is equal to

No ,   ^
PIA   M V^       QnAs)
^n)\s - ij (.+ ,„,„)-
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where
no-l

QnA*) =   Y  *M»^)l* + *fM')n0~<~1-
i=0

Unraveling the partial fractions, we have

No

C(<t>n)\s = Pn(s)/H(s + SntU)n<>,
u=l

Pn a polynomial of degree < no No. Thanks to Laplace inversion (and Cauchy's

theorem), 4>n can be recovered by writing

4>n(t) = ^-j= j Pn(s)etal [] (a + sn,„)n° da.

Here, € is a smooth, positively oriented contour that symmetrically encloses

\-B, -A] if L = 0, [-B, 0] if L > 0, and, in the first case, passes through (-A/2,0)

but lies to the left of the line x = -A/2.
These points made, drop the index n from the notation, it now being merely

excess baggage. As before, let ai,..., sn0 be real numbers lying between A and B

(if L = 0) or 0 and B (if L > 0). Then a generic solution to the linear differential

equation Df. Uu=i(d/dt + s^)"0 is' sav'

No

^)^P,(f)e-M,

where Vi/, pv(t) £ R[t] (deg(p1/) < no). In view of the remarks supra, there are

associations

<A<- £(*) -/,

the bottom arrow sending P to

Nor "O

27TV
v * v=l

The resulting maps set up a linear one-to-one correspondence between the solution

space Solt of Dt and V„0jv0, the real polynomials of degree < noA^o-

(Note. We allow, as is permissible, repetitions in the s„. Because of this, diffi-

culties arise if we try to employ the usual methods.)

7. Proof that RH=>MC. The purpose of this section is to prove that RH

implies MC. In so doing, we shall use the set-up of the preceding section (L = 0),

the objective being to produce an N > 0 for which

£(l + A?)-2<+oo.

n

Let A, B, no, No be as in §6. Fix points 0 < ti < • • • < tnoN0. Suppose that

No

4>(t) = J2P"(t)e~s"t
u=l
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is any exponential polynomial such that

(i) deg(pu) < n0 Vi/;

(ii) A < a„ < B Vi/;

(iii) \4>(U)\ < 1 Vi = 1,.. .,noNo- Then we claim that

\<h(t)\<M-e^Al2^       (t>0),

M depending on the constants but not on <j>. Admitting this estimate momentarily,

let us see how it can be applied.

PROOF THAT RH=>MC. Take í¿ = i (i = 1,... ,noNQ). Pick a t0 » 0 so as

to make
M.e(-A/2)to < -L/2.

Bearing in mind assumption (*), we now have

+oo > £(1 + A^o))-2 • h - YPnAto)e-a"»A

>|-E(1 + An(t0))-2.

Our objective is therefore realized with the choice N = N(to).

(Note. This argument makes very coarse use of the data.)

To prove our claim, given any set {s„: 1 < u < No} of s„ subject to A < sv < B

Vi/, define a linear map

T(Sl,...,sNo): VnoNo-^Rn°N°

by assigning to P the vector (4>(ti),... ,(j>(tnoN0)), where, of course, P and (¡> are

linked by the Laplace transform (see §6). Thanks to Lemma 6.1, T(s\,..., s/v0) is

injective, thus, by dimension, is surjective, i.e., is an isomorphism. Let K be the

subset of Vn0N0 formed by taking the union over all possible sets {s„: 1 < v < ./Vo}

of the counterimages

r(3l,...,3Aro)-1([-i,i]noA,°).

Then K is compact, being the continuous image of

[A,B}N° x[-l,l]noJV°

under the map

(si,-..,sNo) x (ii,...,x„0No) -♦ T(ai,...,aAr0)-1(ii,...,in0Ai-o)-

With C the contour of §6, put

M<r = sup ||P|C||oo,        d€ = dis(C:, [-B, -A}).
P€K

Consider, finally, a <f> satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) above. Then, for t > 0, we have

No

m)\= 1/27T   / P(s)ets/ [7 (s + s„)no ds

< 1/27T • Mi/dloNo ■ len(í) • ¿~At2)t

<M-e(-A'V\

the sought-for estimate.
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8. Proof that GRH=>MC. The purpose of this section is to prove that GRH

implies MC. As in the discussion of the preceding section, we shall again use the

set-up of §6, the objective once more being to produce an TV > 0 for which

Y,(l + \»)-2<+oc.
n

However, due to the fact that the sni/ can approach zero, the proof is more com-

plicated.

Let A, B, no, No be as in §6. Equip the space VnoN0 with the norm defined by

the rule ||P||c = ||P|C||oo- Then, associated with each set {su: 1 < v < 7V0} of s„

subject to 0 < su < B Vi>, there is an injective morphism of Banach spaces

4>(Sl,...,SNo): Vn^-L1 ([0,1]),

the prescription being

, No

P ►-» (27rv^î)-1 / P(s)eta/ ]\(s + s„)n° ds       (0 < Í < 1).

LEMMA 8.1.   There is a constant C<t > 0 such that Vsi,..., s¿v0: 0 < s„ < B,

l|P|k<Gc -IMai,...,sn„)P||i-

It will be simplest to cite a generality.

SUBLEMMA.   Let X and Y be Banach spaces; let C be a subset of the bounded

linear transformations X —» Y such that

(i) VT £ C, T is injective;

(ii) VT £ C, T(X) is closed;

(iii) C is compact (in the operator norm topology). Then 3e > 0 st VT £ C:

||T(i)|| > £||x||        (x£X).

PROOF. Owing to the open mapping theorem, VT € C, 3st > 0 st

||T(x)|| > Êr||x||        (x£X).

If To € C is fixed and if T £ C is variable but within £t0 ¡2 of To in the operator

norm topology, then, with ||x|| = 1,

||T(x)|| > ||T0(x)|| - ||T(x) - T0(x)|| > sTo/2,

so, by linearity,

||T(x)||>(£To/2)||x||       (x£X).

On the other hand, in view of compactness, C can be covered by finitely many balls

B(Ti,ETi/2) (i = l,...,n). It remains only to put e = min¿(£T,/2) in order to

complete the proof.    D

Suppose now that 0 is a solution to

No    /   , \ no
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Write <t> = <f)(ai,...,8N0)P. Thanks to the lemma, ||P||c < Gu • ||<A||i- Let d<r

dis(C, [-ß,0]). Then it follows that

No

t £ [0,1] =» \<t>'(t)\ = 1/27T •   / P(s)sets/ TT (a + s„)n° ds

< 1/27T • ||P||C • sup{|aets|: a e C, 0 < t < l}/o^o/v° • len(C)

< Go-||</)||i,

if Go = • • ■• Needless to say, Co does not depend on <j>. Integrating, we therefore

get

||*'||i= /  W(t)\dt<Co-U\\x.
Jo

But <f>' is also a solution to

Accordingly, by iteration, we find that Vn > 1, ||(^n'||i < Gq_1 • ||^'||i. To exploit

this, expand the product Y\uZi(d/dt + a^)"0 as a sum

n0 No ,,

J2 ^{si,...,sNo)-j-.
i-0

The a,(ai,..., sn0) are continuous on [0,B)N°, hence are bounded there, say

|a¿(ai,...,ajv0)| < M   Vi.

Taking into account the identity

np Nq

y^ Oi(si,---,SN0)<r6(l) = -a0(s\,...,sNo)4>,

i=\

we finally obtain an L1-estimate of the form

np Np

|ao(si,...,SN0)|-Wi< £ k(si,...,aNo)|-H^ll!
t=i
/ n0N0 \

<îm- Çcr1)- lililí-

In other words,

LEMMA 8.2.   There is ans. > 0 with the property thatVai,...,sn0: 0 < a„ < B,

No     /    , \ No

n(|+a")^=o^^,ii^e-n^-iHii-
f=i ^    ' f=i

(In this connection, note that ao(si,... , a„) = FJi/=i s"°)
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Having paved the way, we are at last in a position to give the

PROOF THAT GRH=>MC. To begin with, assumption (2) implies that

Ä                           4«oNo
TT s"o    > _±_
M (l + An)"oNo¿'

so, by Lemma 8.2, if
No

(¡>n(t) = Y,P^A^~Sn-t,

v=\

then
A no No

KI|l-£'(l + An)"oNoL  -llalli-

Next, from assumption (*) (with to = 1),

+oo>]T(l + A^1>)-2.(l-<Ml))
n

n: 0n(l)<l/2 n: 0„(l)>l/2

Obviously,

+ CO> Yl (l + A^(1))-2-(l-0n(l))
n: 0n(l)<l/2

>\-   Y   (i + ^t1))-2,
n: <Ml)<l/2

thus, a fortiori,

+oo>    y   (i+\»^+n°N°L'2r2.

n: 0„(l)<l/2

As for the other sum

Y    (i + A?(1)r2-(i-<MD),
n: 0„(l)>l/2

recall that </>„ is monotone decreasing (cf. assumption (3)), hence

0<t< l=>0„(t)>  - => l^nlll  >   2

p y^noNo

^ll^nlll>2-(1 + An)noN0L-

Because 1 > c/>n(0) (assumption (3) again), we have

1 > ¿n(0) = ¿„(1) - i 4>'n(t)dt = 4>n(l) + \\(S>'n\\1
Jo

c An0N0

=>l-0n(l)>Klll>
2     (I + \n)n°N°L

+00 ;        Y      (l + ̂ a))"a  (1-<M1))

n: 0n(l)>l/2

N

2~
>£^!. £ (1 + AN(l,r2.(1 + An)-noN„L

n: <i>„(l)>l/2
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Our objective is therefore realized with the choice TV = N(l) + (nrjiVoL/2).

(Note. This argument makes very strong use of the data.)

9. Consequences of the hypotheses. The purpose of this section is merely

to make a few simple observations as regards what one can say if the RH or the

GRH is granted.

Of course, the main point is the MC: The operator LGl!jr(a) is trace class for

every if-finite a in C£°(G). That being, introduce, as usual, Harish-Chandra's

Schwartz space Cl(G) of integrable rapidly decreasing functions. Then, using the

theory of the parametrix, it is not difficult to prove that LGa,r(a) is still of the trace

class if only a is a if-finite function in Cl(G).

Next, recall that with H £ qq,

lim    QH = ID
H—-00

in the strong operator topology. So, if r is the trace norm, then, for any if-finite

a £ Cl(G), t((Qh - ID)L^r(a)) must tend to zero when H — -oo. Therefore,

tr(L$r(a)) =    lim   tr(QHL^r(a)).
' H—♦ —oo '

In addition,

tr(L$r(a)) = /     K^(x,x)dG(x).
Jg/t

It is to be explicitly observed that we have not proved that the linear functional

tr(Lg?r(?)) on the K-finite functions in C^°(G) is continuous in the topology of

C^°(G).  But if it is, then, by an abstract argument (see Proposition 4.8 in [9]),

it can be shown that LGs,r(a) is of the trace class for every a £ C£°(G), the

assignment

a~tr(L$r(a))        (a £ C?(G))

being a distribution. Incidentally, these conclusions can then be readily extended

to all of C1(G), where now, in view of the closed graph theorem, the assignment

a~tr(L$r(a))        (a£Cl(G))

is continuous in the topology of Cl(G).

10. Potpourri. The purpose of this section is to discuss, for the most part

informally, the trace class question on L¿ia(G/T).

Write

L2i9(G/r) = Lc2us(G/r)©L2e8(G/r).

Then (see TES, p.   355), Va £ Cl(G), the operator Lg/Sr(a) is trace class, the

assignment

a~tr(Lc¿;r(a))        (a£Cl(G))

being, moreover, continuous in the topology of C1(G).

(Note. No K-finiteness requirement on a is needed for the validity of this state-

ment.)

Ideally, one would like to be able to say that the assertion remains true when

"cus" is replaced by "res".  Unfortunately, the only situation of any generality in
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which something can definitely be said is the special case when rank(G/K) = 1,

since then, for essentially trivial reasons, LGB,r(a) is trace class for all if-finite

elements a in ^(G) (cf. [16]). Here, as will be recalled, the point is that given

a Jf-type 6, due to the compactness of M only finitely many M-types can appear

qua contituents of 6\M.

(Note. Apart from certain exceptions, e.g., G = SL(2, R), it is unknown whether

if-finiteness is necessary or not.)

If one considers the next simplest case, viz. rank(r) = 1 (but rank(G/K) arbi-

trary), then M need not be compact, so, for instance, with 6 =the trivial K-type,

infinitely many class one representations of M can potentially intervene, each con-

tributing finitely many poles in [—|p|,0[, which, conceivably, can pile up at the

origin, the primary conundrum.

(Note. In his famous report, Selberg [13] discusses L2(K \ G/T), rank(r) = 1.

On p. 185 ofthat paper (lines 6-12), he seems to suggest that he can, in fact, prove

trace class on the full discrete spectrum. No proof has ever appeared.)

How is one to establish the traceability of LGa,r(a)'! For guidance, let us again

look at the cuspidal case. The standard "soft" argument (cf. TES supra) seems

to be of little use. Another approach has been employed by Donnelly [4, 5]. The

procedure is this. Fix a Jf-type 6 which, in view of the usual bundle business,

might just as well be taken trivial. Let iVCU8(A) be the distribution function for the

eigenvalues An of A on the cuspidal spectrum, i.e.,

NCUB(X) = #({An: An < A}).

Put a d = dim(G/K). Then Donnelly has proved that

hm (JVCU8(A)/Ad) < Cd ■ vol(tf \ G/T),
A—»oo

Cd a certain positive constant depending only on d. This estimate leads at once to

trace class. Thus, if Sn = {n: N < Xn < N + 1}, then

#(SN)<C-(N + l)d       (3G>0),

from which

V1 i _ ^ y * < ST*     #(¿>n)

¿r(i+An)« v4»**"'"" "vc+»d+2

In reality, it is not so much the estimate which is of interest here as the methods

used in getting it (cf. infra). Donnelly's procedure is based on general PDE con-

siderations, coupled with the heat kernel method and uses very little else. There is,

however, a serious obstacle in carrying over these results to the residual spectrum:

What are the boundary conditions to be imposed? Cuspidality is easily reflected:

/-
? = 0,

'N/Nnr

a global L2-condition. Regrettably, we see no obvious analogue for residuality,

Harish-Chandra's theory of the weak constant term being applicable to automorphic

forms only.
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(Note. A lim estimate for NCU8(A) is not known in general, even for SL(2, R),

except, of course, for T satisfying supplementary conditions of a particular kind

(Venkov).)

REMARK. It is easy to see that

A„ > Gi • nl/t    (3d > 0)

iff

iVcus(A) < C2 • A4    (3C2>0).

That being, the existence of an estimate of the form

JVcus(A) < G • AT    (3C> 0)

for some T > 0 is a simple consequence of the existence of the trace on L2us(G/r).

Indeed, as is known (cf. [16]),

So, Donnelly sharpens the T, itself of interest, but it is the way he does this which

to us is the point.

Naturally, one cannot rule out further insights into the nature of the discrete

spectrum from "external" developments. Spectral analysis on a complete Rieman-

nian manifold, under suitable restrictions on the curvatures, is an active research

topic, the journal literature growing yearly by leaps and bounds (cf. [14]). Nev-

ertheless, our feeling is that these generalities are unlikely to bear fruit, basically

because of their lack of specificity. To illustrate, a systematic treatment of the heat

kernel on complete Riemannian manifolds may be found in [2 and 3] (see [6] for

some applications), but these results seem to be of little use in resolving the trace

class dilemma. Even when the class of manifolds is cut down to reflect the presence

of "cusps" (as has been done by Müller in his elegant account [8]), the same old

problems remain.

(Note. We have not relied on the heat kernel in our discussion since a certain de-

gree of caution must be exercised in so doing. Consider the following example: Take

G = T (the circle group) and let U be the unitary representation of G determined

by the prescription 0„>o[ev/"] ■ e^1"".)

Can anything sensible be said at all? Let us look in more detail at the T-rank 1

situation.

Fix a K-type 6. Let Oí, O2, • • ■ be an enumeration of the orbit types reflecting

the requirement that

IXi(wo)| < IX2(wo)| < ••• (Xi G 0i,X2 G 02,...).

Attached to each orbit type 0* is a finite set of eigenvalues Aljt (t = l,...,n,),

where

A,-,, = (6(uK) - XiM - co - ||Xlit(P,0, At0)||2)       (Xi G ft).

Pretending that p does not exist, we shall write

Then, with /¿,, <-* A¿>¿,

(Qtfl,L,kí) = l-cx,Le-2^t        (í>0).
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Here, ct)t = ||<&¿,t||2/2<T¿it, 4>¿it a certain element in £(ó, 0¿) depending on the initial

selection of H.

The notation set up, from the proof that GRH=>MC, we know that VL > 0,

3NL > 0 st

£(l + A^)-2<+oo,

i,L

the indices of summation running through the i, t having the property that

^>i/L-(i+Mwo)iLrl.

Now deny trace class.  Then, on the basis of what has been said earlier, VL > 0,

Ve > 0, V/V > 0, the sum £i)t(l + A^)"2 over the », t for which

<r<tt < 1/L • (1 + \xi{uo)\L)~\        c,,t 6]1 - £, 1]

must diverge! Our intention will be to explore the plausibility of this conclusion.

To begin with, given L and e, denote by Si(L, e) the set of all i such that

ffi,, < 1/L ■ (1 + IXiMl1)-1,        ct,t €]1 - e, 1].

Then VN > 0

Y £ d+A^r2 = +oo.
i    LeS,(L,e)

On the other hand, thanks to traceability on L2(M/r\f),

Y dïm(£(6, 0,)) ■ (1 + \XiM\NM)-2 < +00       (NM » 0).

So, VW > 0 (cf. Lemma 3.1),

Y    Y    (l + \x*("o)\NM+N)-2 = +œ.
i    i€S¡(L,s)

In other words:

#(St(L, £))/(l+ 1x^0)1")
is unbounded for all positive N meaning, therefore, that "anomalous exponents"

exist in abundance.

If t £ Si(L,e), then

^2(1-eKt < ||*t,J < yßcT~L.

Accordingly,

(Q°kí,hí) = (Q°fí,í,Q°k.) = i-cl,L

= 1 - («•<>ttta/2ff,,t) < e.

Thus, Vi?íi'eSi(L,E),

\(Q0kí,Q0fly)\<\\Q0U\-\\Q°flA\<£-
But also

KQ^mQ0/.,.')! (fi,t,fi,i') - ——;-(*i,t,*t,t')

<Ti,t + CTi:L

2(1 - e),/íT, ,<7, ,'

<r¿,t + tfi,t'
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0,(¿, l') the angle between <&I(. and $¿,t< in £(6, 0,).  Combining these facts leads

now to the inequality

e>|(Q°/i,i,Q°/Lv)l

2(l-£)^gitt<ritt.
> -"T-|cos(0t(/,,t ))|.

c^i.t + <r¿,t'

(Note. Bear in mind that t ^ i'.)

To go further, it will be necessary to draw upon the important estimation prin-

ciples of Langlands [7, pp. 100-116] which, when unraveled and specialized, serve

to guarantee the existence of a positive constant C(0i) such that

IIQVmII < C(0i) ■ Wij.
Since

\(Q0kl,Q°fly)\<\\Q°U\

< C(0i) • ||*¿,t|| < C(0i) ■ y/20*,
it follows that

C(0%) • v^~ > 2(1 ~ e)f&^ . |cos(6t(M'))l
cí,c + cn,L'

or still
C(0%) v/^7

V2(l-e)      *»,» + <7¿,»'

To exploit this relation, a lemma will be needed.

LEMMA. Let k > 1. Then there exists an e > 0 tuit/i the folloxving property: If

{ei,..., e2„+jt} is any set of unit vectors in Rn, then 3i ^ j such that (e¿, ej) > e.

(We shall omit the proof, it being elementary and, in any event, well known.)

Per n and k, set £n(k) = supe, e as in the Lemma. We then ask:

Question.  Do there exist integers lo and L0 and a constant Go > 0 such that

en(n'°)>Go/nL°?

(It is apparent that one is faced here with a chapter in "packing" theory, as yet

not completely written; cf. infra.)

For the sake of argument, assume the affirmative. Put dt = dim(£(<5, 0¡)). Then

#(Sl(L,e))-2dl>dl°

for infinitely many i, so, on this set of i,

edi(#(Si(L,e))-2di)>C0/df'>.

However, as has been noted earlier,

^(iI.(i + |XlMliVM)-2<+oo

I

=><í»<Cm-(1 + Ix.(wo)|"m)2    (3Gm>0).

All told, therefore, on an infinite set of i,

!4(#(s|I'!|,-*)i(OT*)-

G a positive constant.
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Returning to the inequality

C(Oi)       .         y/°ïï i       ,a i      l\\\
/S„        ,  > ——-COS 9¿ t,0 I,

and looking only at the i for which the preceding remarks are applicable, choose,

as is possible, a pair i ^ ¿' such that

IcosMm'))! = cmMm')) > £dt (#(5,(L,£)) - 2dt).

Because there is no loss of generality in assuming that <Tjtt» > «r¿)t, we then have

^^->^-|cos(et(t,0)l
V2(l - e)      2^(7,'1,1/

>x-i=-ed,(#(St(L,E))-2dl)

>

>

1 G

2^7-7     (l + \Xt(uo)\2LoNM)

C   _1_1_

2 ' y/(l/L • (1 + Ix.(^o)l^)-1) (1 + IXt(^o)|2LoNM) '

i.e..

C(0,) > ^=il • v/L - (1 + \Xi{uo)\L)i/2
1

^2 V W(   U"    '       (l + |Xt(W0)|2LoNM)-

But neither Lo nor Nm depend on L. Thus it follows that C(Oi) blows up faster

than any polynomial in |x,(wo)|, a quite unlikely inference.

To summarize. A possible approach to trace class on L2e8(G/r) is through the

question supra and a careful study of the growth of C(0,) vis-à-vis |xt(wo)|.

(Note. Actually, we are of the opinion that the conditions of the GRH are

probably true. Needless to say, a proof of their validity would be very interesting.)

Adopting a geometric posture, let us try to convince ourselves that the answer

to our question is "yes", in fact that even

£n(n2)>C0/n    (3G0 > 0).

The argument is suggested by a result of Coxeter (Proc. Sympos. Pure Math.,

vol. 7, Amer. Math. Soc, Providence, R.I., 1963, pp. 53-71), itself, sad to say,

conjectural. Let an angle <b < n/4 be given. Call Nn(4>) the maximum number

of nonoverlapping spherical caps of angular radius <j> on the n-sphere Sn_1. Then,

employing a certain "intuitively obvious" geometric lemma which has never been

established in all detail, Coxeter proves that VM > 1, BNm^ st

21-n/2v/7rcos(2r»n3/2

esin""1^)
Nn(4>)<M.    z::7l:7   (*»>**.♦).

We explicitly observe that this estimate cannot hold at </> = 7r/4 since then cos(20) =

0 while, as is known, iVn(7r/4) = 2n. It is not difficult to check that the constant

Nm,¿ can be chosen uniformly for tf> in intervals of the form ]e, 7r/4 — e], so we have

Nn(4>) < ME • (v/cos(2o6) sum») • n^'2/(y/2 ûn(<h))n
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for all n and for all <j) in ]e, 7r/4 - e\. Now throw away the trigonometric numerator.

Then still
3/2

(v/2 sin(0))"

on }e, 7t/4 — e]. But this inequality at least makes sense all the way up to 7r/4.

Accordingly, admit its validity on ]e,7r/4] (a proof would probably involve an ex-

amination of the finer properties of the Schläfi functions). Determine (¡>n by the

requirement that cos(2<£n) = 1/n. Then

Nn(4>n) < M£ • 1/^(1-1/n)- • n3/2

~ M£ ■ l/\fe~^ ■ n3/2,

that is,

Nn(K) < Mo ■ n3/2    (3M0 » 0).

Claim. £n(l + [M0 ■ n3'2]) > 1/n.

To see this, simply observe that if we have 1 + [Mo • n3/2] + 2n vectors, with no

ordered pair having an associated angle < 2<f>n, then the corresponding spherical

caps of angular radius 4>n are nonoverlapping, which cannot be. Finally, therefore,

£n(n2)>G0/n    (3C0>0).

Is it possible to make this discussion totally rigorous? Of course, one will some-

how have to avoid the use of Coxeter's estimate, the point being to prove a priori

that

Nn(<t>n) < Mo - n3/2    (3M0 » 0).

To do so, we shall make use of a result due to V. Levenstein (Soviet Math. Dokl.

20 (1979), 417-421), the thrust of which is to provide an interpolation to the left

of tt/4. Precisely put, he shows that

n(l-cos(20))(2+(n+l)cos(2<£))
Nn(4>) < -1--,-TTTTTTÖ-

1 - n(cos(2<p))¿

if
0 < cos(2<¿>) < l/(y/ñ+3 + 1).

In passing, observe that this gives Nn(if/A) < 2n, whereas, as already mentioned,

Nn(it/4) — 2n. Supposing that n » 0 and keeping in mind that cos(2<^n) = 1/n,

we can therefore say that

Nn(<t>n) < 3n + 1 < M0 • n3/2    (3M0 » 0),

the desired inequality.

It remains to say a word or two about the C(0,). As we mentioned earlier,

their existence is guaranteed by some results of Langlands [7] (see, in particular,

Lemma 5.2). His method is to produce the C(0t) by a sequential argument, i.e.,

is a proof by contradiction, hence is implicitly nonconstructive and therein lies the

rub. Because virtually all constructive estimates in the theory turn out to be of

polynomial type in the parameters, we think that it is certainly reasonable to expect

that

C(0t)<C-(l + |xt(u,o)|)N    (3G,7V>0).
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Granted this, our discussion then leads to trace class, i.e., to MC (when rank(r) =

1).
In conclusion, it seems appropriate to comment on the conditions for trace class

which were given in [9]. On p. 49 of that work, we made the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION. Let a be a /¿"-finite function in C^°(G). Then

Y«(^iO,t)CO{t)-Co{0))eLH-e,e).

The significance of this assumption was that it led to trace class on the discrete

spectrum (and even somewhat more); cf. Proposition 8.8 in [9]. Moreover, on p.

51 of that work we wrote down a list of three conditions, each stronger than its

predecessor, and each of which implied the assumption supra. Omitting the details

(not trivial but not hard...), we want now to observe that each of these conditions

can be weakened to allow polynomial growth in the parameters without altering

the basic conclusion. More precisely, consider the following conditions:

(i) 3G > 0, 3M, N > 0 st VO

log\t\-\\c'0(t)\\opdt<C-(l + \x(uo)\)N,
'-e(O)

where

£(0) = l/(l + |x(u;o)|)M        (XGO).

(ii) 3C > 0, 3M, N > 0 st VO

||c'0(t)||op<G-(l + |x(u;o)|)N

for all real t with

|t|<i/(i + |x(u,o)|)M      (xeO).

(iii) 3G > 0, 3M, N > 0 st VO

||co(í)||op<C-(1 + |x(ü,o)|)n

for all complex t with

\t\ < 1/(1 + |xM)M       (xgO).

Then, (iii)=>(ii)=i>(i). Furthermore, (i) implies our assumption.

(Note. For (iii) to hold, the conditions of the GRH must necessarily be in force.)

ADDED IN PROOF. Recently, in a manuscript with the title Eigenvalue estimates

for certain noncompact manifolds, H. Donnelly has succeeded in verifying MC when

rank(r) = 1. His proof is based on a refinement of the ideas in [4 and 5]. It seems

very likely that, using the partition of G/T established in [10]. Donnelly's method

can be extended to cover the general case, thus proving MC for T of any rank. On

the other hand, MC itself seems to say nothing about RH or GRH.
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